OPERATOR'S MANUAL FOR THE
10KR HIGH SPEED RAMPER
WITH LOCAL CONTROLS
AND HOME

PN: EDO102
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

SECTION 1-1 GENERAL DESCRIPTION

The 10KR high speed ramper provides a frequency-ramped pulse train to smoothly accelerate and decelerate a stepping motor drive system. It can be commanded by a remotely generated pulse train or by an on-card command generator. The 10KR also incorporates circuitry that, when used with external position sensors will command the motor to return to a fixed reference position (home). Total CMOS logic provides excellent noise immunity, and is compatible with TTL logic levels.

In the remote mode the 10KR will accept an input constant frequency pulse train up to 10 KC, and it will output a frequency-ramped pulse train that begins at an adjustable start/stop frequency. The frequency then increases, exponentially approaching the input frequency. When the input pulse train stops, the output pulse train frequency exponentially decays back to the start/stop frequency and stops. The number of pulses input will equal the number of pulses output. If another pulse train begins before the output pulse train ends, the output pulse train frequency will increase again without losing count of any pulses. Also in remote mode, a direction command (Hi = motor CW rotation) is passed through from the remote input to the output. It is not recommended that direction be changed while the output frequency is above the start/stop frequency.

In the local mode, the remote inputs are ignored, and an on-card pulse generator commands the system. The pulse generator consists of two parts; a single-step debounce latch that uses an SPDT switch for advancing the motor one step at a time, and an externally gated slew oscillator. The slew oscillator frequency can be adjusted from approximately 600 steps/sec to over 10,000 steps/sec. In local mode the remote direction input is also ignored, while the local direction input is passed through to the output.
CHAPTER 2: SPECIFICATIONS

A. MAXIMUM RATINGS

Power supply (+40)  
25 to 45 V

Operating temperature  
0 to 70 °C ambient

Storage Temperature  
-55 to +125 °C

+5 V supply current avail.  
50 mA

B. MECHANICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Dimensions  
6" x 7 1/2" x 11/16"

Mounting  
6 3/4" x 5", 5 5/16"  
or 5 5/8" (1/8" required below bottom board surface)

C. ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Logic input impedance  
100 Kohms

M and M input impedance  
10 Kohm (nominal)

Digital output current  
-.12 mA (source)  
.36 mA (sink)

Clock out pulse width  
5 uSec to 10 uSec

Local slew oscillator freq.  
600 Hz to 10 KHz

Start/stop frequency  
100 Hz to 3000 Hz

Accel/Decel time constant  
25 mSec to 225 mSec

Max. output frequency  
10 KHz

CZ delay  
8 mSec to 27 mSec
CHAPTER 3: INSTALLATION

SECTION 3-1 I/O CONNECTIONS

A. J1 REMOTE INPUTS/OUTPUTS

J1-1 +40V This line is connected to J3-1, and is for routing power to circuits attached to the remote input connector.

J1-2 COM This is signal and power ground for the card.

J1-3 CL This is the command pulse train input. The 10KR card recognizes the rising edges of command pulses. This input is only effective in remote mode.

J1-4 DIR This is the direction input that is effective in remote mode. A high is understood to mean CW motor rotation when looking toward the faceplate of the motor.

J1-5 Reset This input, when pulled low, terminates the home cycle, stops the output clock pulses, and causes J3-5 to go low.

J1-6 Key

J1-7 CZ This signal, called count zero, delayed, goes high approximately 15 mSec after the 10KR card outputs its last pulse. It signifies that the 10KR card has output the same number of pulses as it has been commanded. The delay is there to give time for the motor to settle into position. There is no delay, however, when this line goes low. It will go low within 5 uSec of an input clock command. This signal, on J3-7, commands the low current/high current command input of Aerotech chopper translators so that standby motor current is reduced from the running current level.
J2-5 Slew  When this signal goes low, an oscillator on the card is turned on. In local mode, the output of this oscillator becomes the input command pulse train.

J2-6 Spare  Not connected.

J2-7 Rem CL  This is a duplication of the remote clock input J1-3.

J2-8 At Home  This signal output goes high at the end of the home cycle when the motor has reached the home position. It goes low again when the first pulse is output after getting to the home position (this is only true when a marker pulse is present).

J2-9 CZ  This is a duplication of the output at J1-7.

J2-10 Spare  Not connected.

J2-11 Dir  This is the direction input that is effective in local mode. A high commands CW rotation. This input is disabled in remote mode.

J2-12 Step NO  This is meant to connect to the normally open terminal of an SPDT switch for single step commands. See J2-4, above.

J2-13 COM  This is signal and power ground for the 10KR card.

J2-14 +V  This is the logic operating voltage for the 10KR card.

J2-15 Spare  Not connected.
J3-8 Limit  This pin is the input for the signal that goes out on J1-8.

J3-9 Current Feedback  This signal is used to modulate the frequency slightly to prevent motor dropout.

J3-10 CCW Limit or uSW  This pin is connected to J4-3 through jumper 19-20.

D.  J4 HOME INTERFACE

J4-1 +V  Operating voltage for 10KR.

J4-2  Signal and power ground for 10KR.

J4-3 CCW LMT  The 10KR card is normally set up so that, at the start of the home cycle, the direction output goes low (CCW). Therefore, it is desired to change directions at the CCW limit of travel. This input will cause the home circuit to change directions when it goes low. The home circuit can be set up, however, to start the home cycle going CW (Dir High). If that is the case, then the CW limit instead of the CCW limit should be connected to this connector. Once direction is changed, further lows have no effect. If limit switch home is used, the motor changes directions when J4-3 goes low, and the home cycle is complete as soon as the limit switch returns high.

J4-4 Spare  Not connected.

J4-5 and J4-6  Are M and M, respectively. These two signals constitute a differential pair that is fed to a comparator. When M is more positive than M, a "marker" is recognized. During the home cycle,
limit input at J4-3. The repeatability of the home reference will be determined by the repeatability of the limit switch closing and reopening. On Rev. M and above boards only, additional changes can be made to compensate for switches that are subject to a great degree of "switch bounce". These changes are as follows:

1. Remove 23-24, add 22-23.
2. Remove 0 ohm jumper at R59.
3. Add 150 Kohm, 1/4 watt resistor at R59.
4. Add IN914 diode at D10.
5. Add .47 uf capacitor at C24.

D. M LOADING (PADS 9 AND 10)

Some shaft position sensors (encoders) have NPN open emitter outputs and are designed to operate into a resistance to ground. Other sensors can operate into the wiper of a balance pot between ground and +V. If an NPN open emitter type of sensor is used, the jumper between pads 9 and 10 should be removed.

E. +V OPERATING VOLTAGE (PADS 11 AND 12)

For +12V operation, remove the jumper between pads 11 and 12. For +5V operation, connect jumper between pads 11 and 12. If the board is Rev. M or above, +12V operation is enabled by removing the 0 ohm jumper at R19; +5V operation, which is standard, is enabled by adding a 0 ohm jumper at R19.

F. J2-1 DEDICATION (PADS 14, 15 AND 16)

J2-1 is normally connected to J1-8 (Limit). To simplify wiring in some systems it can be patched to J1-4 (Remote direction). To do this, remove jumper between pads 14 and 15 and insert a jumper between pads 14 and 16.
SECTION 4-1 VARIABLE RESISTORS (POTS)

A. SLEW SPEED (R8)

In local mode the frequency of the command pulse train is adjusted at R8. CW rotation increases the frequency.

B. MARKER BALANCE (R22)

The difference between the M and M signals determines whether a marker pulse is recognized. What that difference needs to be can be set by R22. CCW rotation increases the level needed at the M input to recognize a marker.

Be sure the R22 is not turned full CW.

C. ACCEL/DECEL (R29)

The exponential rise and exponential fall of frequency have the same time constant. This time constant is set at R29.

CW rotation shortens the time constant.

D. START/STOP (R34)

The frequency at the start of the ramp up and at the end of the ramp down is the start/stop frequency. It is also the frequency during a home cycle. The frequency can be adjusted at R34.

CW rotation increases frequency.
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